BEST PRACTICES ON CAMPAIGN FINANCE
Examples from Minnesota, New York City, Washington State, and
Maryland
I.

Minnesota Campaign Finance and Public Disclosure Board

Contacts:
Jeff Sigurdseon, Executive Director, Campaign Finance and Public Disclosure Board,
jeff.sigurdson@state.mn.us
Megan Egelhardt, megan.engelhardt@state.mn.us
1.

History and Structure

The Campaign Finance and Public Disclosure Board was established by the state legislature in
1974 and is charged with the administration of Minnesota Statutes, Chapter 10A, the Campaign
Finance and Public Disclosure Act, as well as portions of Chapter 211B, the Fair Campaign
Practices act. The Board's four major programs are campaign finance registration and
disclosure, public subsidy administration, lobbyist registration and disclosure, and economic
interest disclosure by public officials.
The Governor appoints a six-member governing board subject to confirmation by a three-fifths
vote of the members of each house of the legislature. The members’ four-year terms are
staggered.
The Board does not have jurisdiction over federal elections, which are regulated by the Federal
Election Commission, nor does the Board have jurisdiction over local elections.
2. Mission
To promote public confidence in state government decision making through development,
administration, and enforcement of disclosure and public financing programs which will ensure
public access to and understanding of information filed with the Board.
3. Goals and Objectives
•
•
•

Create better compliance with the Campaign Finance and Public Disclosure Act by
providing easy access to information and training.
Provide fair and consistent enforcement of the Act.
Help citizens become better informed about public issues related to the Act.

4. Governing Board and the Staff
The Governing Board consists of six members, none of whom may be an active lobbyist, a state
elected official, or an active candidate for state office. The Board is not non‐partisan; rather it is
multi‐partisan, with no more than three of the members of the Board supporting the same
political party. Two members of the Board are former legislators, one from each party. The
agency was able to maintain nine full- time staff positions during the fiscal year.

5. Operational Budget
The Campaign Finance and Public Disclosure Board is funded by a direct appropriation from the
Minnesota Legislature. The Board’s operational appropriation for fiscal 2020 was $1,123,000.
Funds not expended in the first year of a biennium roll forward into the next fiscal year. Details
on the type of positions and salary levels of the nine staff are listed in the following table.

6. Rules on Disclosure, including Independent Expenditures
(a) General Principles
• Each type of association that seeks to influence Minnesota elections has a registration
threshold, which is the amount of money raised or spent that requires the association to
name a treasurer and to register with and report to the Board.
• The registration threshold for candidates, political party units, and general-purpose
committees and funds is $750.
• The threshold for independent expenditure committees and funds is $1,500.
• The threshold for ballot question committees and funds is $5,000.
(b) Candidates
• A candidate for legislative or constitutional office may choose to file a public subsidy
agreement, in which the candidate agrees to limit spending and meet other requirements
in order to qualify for public subsidy payments.
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•

Candidates for legislative and constitutional offices must file a statement of economic
interest within 14 days after filing an affidavit of candidacy in election years. The
statement must be filed by these candidates even if the candidate has not registered a
principal campaign committee with the Board.

(c) Political committees and funds.
There are three distinct types of committees and funds:
• General purpose committees and funds
• Independent expenditure committees and funds
• Ballot question committees and funds
The registration threshold varies depending on the type of committee or fund being
registered. There is a difference between a political committee and a political fund.
(d) Party units
• Political party units may be organized at these levels: the state (the state party
committee), legislative caucus, congressional district, county, legislative district,
municipality, or precinct.
• Only a party that meets statutory requirements and is certified by the Secretary of State
as a political party can have registered party units.
• Associations that may aspire to be political parties, but are not recognized as political
parties by the Secretary of State, register as general-purpose political committees.
• Recognized state-level party units participate in the tax checkoff portion of the public
subsidy program.
7. Training
Board staff schedules periodic training to assist clients in meeting the requirements of Chapter
10A. Chapter 10A applies to candidates for state-level offices and to party units, political
committees and political funds that are active in state-level elections. Classes in the use of the
Campaign Finance software are scheduled in both election and nonelection years. Training in
compliance with Chapter 10A and in filling out reports required of state-level candidates, political
committees and party units are scheduled during an election year.
8. Additional information on campaign finance regulations
•

•

•

Documentation on complaint process: Summary of complaint process - Complaint
procedures (mn.gov) – Complaint form - Complaint form (mn.gov) - Statute on
complaint process - https://www.revisor.mn.gov/statutes/cite/10A.022 and administrative
rules adopted on complaint process - 4525 - MN Rules Chapter
Registration/reporting requirements for lobbyists/PACs/groups engaged in independent
spending - Handbook for Independent Expenditure Committees and Funds IE_BQ_handbook.pdf (mn.gov) - Registration form - Registration and Statement of
Organization Political Committee or Political Fund (mn.gov)
Requirements which restrict use of campaign finance contributions (in particular,
personal use) – Statute on permitted uses of political funds - Sec. 211B.12 MN Statutes.
MN does not have a standalone document on conversion of political funds to personal
use, but pages 24 – 33 or the candidates handbook provides some guidance candidate_handbook.pdf (mn.gov). Advisory opinions have been issued in response to
specific facts on use of committee funds – foreign travel - Advisory Opinion 390 (mn.gov)
- limiting the use of committee funds for litigation - Advisory Opinion 318 (mn.gov).
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9. Home Page and Citizen Search Page
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II.

New York City Campaign Finance Board.

Contacts:
Eric Friedman, Assistant Executive Director for Public Affairs, EFriedman@nyccfb.info
Matthew Sollars, Director of Public Relations, Msollars@nyccfb.info
Allie Swatek, Director of Policy and Research, Aswatek@nyccfb.info
1. History and Structure
Set up in 1988 as a result of several corruption scandals, a series of ethics reforms were
enacted, most notably the Campaign Finance Act. Through a city referendum, NYC voters
approved a Charter revision establishing the Campaign Finance Board (CFB). The
independent, nonpartisan agency is charged with limiting the role and influence of private
money in the political process by providing public matching funds to candidates running for city
office. The CFB is also mandated to publish a voter guide and provide public disclosure of
campaign finance information. The CFB publishes detailed public information about money
raised and spent in city elections by candidates and independent spenders, bringing greater
transparency to the democratic process. The NYC Votes campaign engages and educates
voters through community outreach which includes the Voter Guide and the Debate Program,
empowering New Yorkers to make informed choices at the polls.
In response to feedback from candidates, the Candidate Services Unit (CSU) was created in
1990. CSU works closely with campaigns, explaining the way the Program works, and helps
campaigns comply with the law.
In 2004, new legislation expanded the CFB disclosure requirements to all candidates despite
their participation status in the Program. All candidates are also subject to the CFB’s
contribution limits and ban on corporate contributions. The new law creates a category called
“limited participant” for candidates who wish to participate in the Program but fund their
campaigns with personal money.
A non-partisan oversight board oversees the work of the CFB, makes public funds and penalty
determinations, issues advisory opinions, and adopts rules. The Board consists of five
members, each of whom is appointed to five-year terms. The mayor and Speaker of the City
Council each appoint two members who may not be enrolled in the same political party,
respectively. The Chairperson of the Board is chosen by the mayor in consultation with the
Speaker.
Under the direction of the Board, the CFB staff assists candidates, audits campaigns, publicizes
how money is raised and spent in local elections, engages and educates voters, and makes
policy and legislative recommendations.
In 2014, legislation was adopted to strengthen the requirements for disclosure of independent
expenditures in New York City elections. The new law requires spenders to list their top three
contributors on their communications and to disclose more details about their largest
contributors, making it more difficult for the ultimate funders to shield their identity from public
view. New legislation was passed requiring candidates to include “paid for by” notices on all
their communications, which bans anonymous communications from city elections.
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2. Rules on Disclosure, including Independent Expenditures1
•

•
•

All independent spenders must file disclosure statements with the CFB once they have
spent more than $1,000 on a single candidate or ballot initiative. There are no limits on
contributions or spending. However, every independent spender is required to report
information about its expenditures and its sources of funding.
Independent spenders must create an account in the Independent Expenditure
Disclosure System (IEDS) in order to submit disclosure statements to the CFB.
Effective August 28, 2015, there are additional disclosure requirements for independent
spenders:
▪ The owners, officers, and board members of organizations that contribute to
independent spenders must be disclosed.
▪ The funding sources of organizations that contribute more than $50,000 to
independent spenders must also be disclosed.
▪ IE materials must include enhanced “paid for by” notices listing the spender’s
principal owner, CEO, and top three donors, as well as a URL for the CFB’s
website directing voters to additional information.

3. Additional documentation including any legislation on disclosure
•
•
•
•

There is a plain-language guide to the disclosure rule for independent expenditures
here.
The regulatory language is in Chapter 14 of our Board Rules, and the City Charter
language on independent expenditures is at Sec 1052(a)(15).
Disclosure rules are agnostic as to who is doing the spending—no matter if you are an
LLC, a 5-01(c)(4), or a political committee, you need to disclose IE spending in a city
race and provide deep transparency as to the sources of funds.
One challenge has been that this disclosure only happens when the spending happens,
often very close to the election. An approach that covers both the fundraising activity by
political committees/SuperPACs along with spending activity by all groups would give a
more comprehensive and timely view of all the outside money.

4. Rules on waiving limits when a candidate's opponent is self-financed
•
•

•

Basic information on the Program’s spending limits here. (Go to “SPENDING LIMITS”
tab.)
In summary, if a non-participant raises or spends more than half the applicable spending
limit, the spending limit for all participants in that race will be increased by 50%. If a nonparticipant raises or spends more than three times the applicable spending limit,
participants in that race will no longer be subject to a spending limit.
You can find this in the NYC Admin Code at Sec 3-706(3).

5. Operational Budget

1 When outside organizations or individuals spend money to influence the outcome of a city election, they have made

independent expenditures. Independent expenditures are made without the involvement of any candidate, and may refer to
candidates running for city office or to ballot proposals.
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•
•

•

CFB’s Fiscal 2021 Executive Budget totals $42.1 million, including $14.6 million in
Personal Services (PS) costs to support 144 full-time positions and additional $8.8m in
other administrative costs.
The bulk of our personnel costs are in our Audit unit (that performs the audit reviews of
candidates in the matching funds program) and our Systems unit (which builds and
maintains the software applications we use to perform those reviews, to receive
disclosures from campaigns, and provide disclosure to the public).
This second category does not include public matching funds for candidates (we’ve
estimated $40.8m for the general election.) and the costs of our Voter Guide, which is
printed and mailed to every registered voter in NYC ($10.3m in FY22).

6. Audits and qualification review for the matching funds program
Audits and oversight are attached to the public matching funds program. A lot of staff hours are
attached there is a lot of effort (and thus staff hours) attached to reviewing candidates’
qualifications, and ensuring they are paid on small-dollar contributions that can be validated.
Similarly, a lot of effort goes into reviewing the candidates’ documentation for spending the
public funds.
7. Oversight
The non-partisan independent Board has fiduciary responsibility over its budget, oversees its
operations and ensure integrity of the system, but as a City agency, funded through the city
budget, the Board is also subject to oversight by the City Council.
8. Handbook
This Handbook covers the full range of issues faced by campaigns:
• The current IE disclosure requirements.
• Strict limits on contributions from people who do business with City government are
another (in place since 2007).
• Reasonable contribution limits.
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9. Home Page and Citizen Search Page
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III.

Washington State Public Disclosure Board.

Contacts:
Kim Bradford, Executive Director, kim.bradford@pdc.wa.gov
Sean Flynn, General Counsel, sean.flynn@pdc.wa.gov

1. History and Structure
The Public Disclosure Commission was created and empowered by Initiative of the People in
1970 to provide timely and meaningful public access to accurate information about the financing
of political campaigns, lobbyist expenditures, and the financial affairs of public officials and
candidates and to ensure compliance with and equitable enforcement of Washington's
disclosure and campaign finance laws. The origin of Washington's disclosure law can be traced
to the efforts of concerned citizens who came together in 1970 believing that the public had the
right to know about the financing of political activity in this state.
Following an unsuccessful attempt in 1971 to generate legislative action and with minimal
success in 1972, concerned state citizens who now call themselves the Coalition for Open
Government (COG), turned to the people. In order to place Initiative 276 (I-276) on the
November 1972 ballot, COG gathered nearly 163,000 signatures in record-breaking time.
Seventy-two percent of voters approved I-276 and the law took effect January 1, 1973.
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In 1992, over 72% of reform-minded voters enacted contribution limits and other campaign
restrictions with the approval of Initiative 134.
The Public Disclosure Commission is comprised of five citizens who are appointed by the
Governor to five-year terms. While serving, commission members may not:
• Hold or campaign for elective office,
• Serve as officer of any political party or political committee,
• Support or oppose any candidate or ballot proposition,
• Participate in any way in any election campaign inside or outside of Washington State,
or
• Lobby, employ a lobbyist, or assist a lobbyist in any way, except on PDC matters.
The Commission is a quasi-judicial body and hears cases that allege violations of the campaign
finance and disclosure laws. The Commission may assess penalties up to $10,000 per
violation.
2. Budget
The annual agency budget is $6 million appropriated from the state’s general fund and the
Public Disclosure Transparency Account. An Executive Director appointed by the Commission
manages the agency's day to day operations. The 30-member staff’s main responsibilities are
to receive reports and make them available to the ublic. Annually, the agency receives
approximately 6,500 annual personal financial statements and over 90,000 reports from
candidates, political committees, lobbyists, and lobbyist employers. Staff members also provide
filer instruction, monitor compliance, conduct investigations, and develop online filing
applications and data management systems.
3. Rules on Disclosure including Independent Expenditures
In 1972, Washington’s voters approved the state’s campaign finance disclosure laws, also
known as the Fair Campaign Practices Act, to promote complete disclosure of all information
respecting the financing of political campaigns and lobbying. These laws govern the state’s
campaign finance requirements by, among other things, requiring campaign finance reporting
and setting contribution limits and have been amended and updated since 1972.
4. Additional information on campaign finance regulations
•

•

•

Handling Complaints: Here is the bill report for the 2018 legislation (HB 2938) that
amended the complaint process, essentially subordinating the citizen-initiated
prosecution to the PDC’s administrative process. This bill changed the law in a
number of ways. For a summary of the changes made to the complaint process look
under the “enforcement procedures” subsections in the bill report.
Regulations on restrictions on personal use of campaign finance
contributions: The personal use restriction comes from statute RCW
42.17A.445. There is also a limitation on the personal (non-campaign related) use of
surplus campaign funds. See RCW 42.17A.430. The PDC recently adopted a new
interpretation on the permissible use of surplus funds, here.
Rules on reducing foreign influence: A new law was enacted in 2019 (SB 6152),
as well as the rules, WAC 390-16-330 and 390-16-335, that were subsequently
adopted. Furthermore, there was a recent decision in a state court case, rejecting
several constitutional challenges to the new law.
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IV.

Division of Candidacy and Campaign Finance, Maryland.

Contact:
Jared DeMarinis, Director of Candidacy and Campaign Finance, Maryland State Board of
Elections, Jared.DeMarinis@maryland.gov
1. History and Structure
The Division of Candidacy and Campaign Finance is housed under the Maryland State Board of
Elections. The Division has a staff of six, which includes a director and five staff for regular
filing. In addition, there are two contracted auditors with IT services provided by a vendor who
manages software programs which are housed in a cloud site.
2. Rules on Disclosure
Maryland Law requires persons doing business with Maryland Government and/or person
employing lobbyists to file a Disclosure of Contributions. Reports are due every six months on
November 30 and May 31 with the transaction period ending the last day of the month prior to
the due date. Additionally, there is an initial report that a person doing business with the State
is required to file at the time the government contract is awarded.
3. Independent Expenditure Requirements
Maryland Law requires registration with the State Board of Elections (SBE) by any person who
makes aggregate independent expenditures of $5,000 or more in an election cycle on campaign
material. Above $50,000, an entity needs a registered agent in the state. An on-line database is
required for all on-line ads.
According to Maryland law, independent expenditures occur when a person or organization
makes a disbursement expressly advocating the success or defeat of a candidate without
coordinating with, or acting at the request or suggestion of the candidate, a political committee
of the candidate, or an agent of the candidate. If cooperation or coordination exists between the
person and the candidate, then the expenditure would be an in-kind contribution subject to the
contribution limits.
Factors to be considered by the State Board in determining whether a candidate and a person
making independent expenditures are acting, organizing, or operating in coordination and
cooperation with each other for an expenditure, include evidence of:
• Sharing campaign material, strategies, or information that is not generally available to
the public, such as information about advertising, messaging, strategy, polling, research,
or allocation of resources.
• Publishing or distributing campaign material prepared by the candidate.
• An agreement with another candidate or person on the payment of expenses or receipt
of contributions, for example designs or schemes to evade election law disclosure
requirements or contribution limits.
• Whether the candidate is substantially involved in, or had more than incidental
discussions with respect to, decisions regarding the content, targeted or intended
audience, means or mode of a public communication, specific media outlet used, the
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•

timing or frequency or size or prominence of a communication or fundraising event for
another candidate or organization participating in the election.
Sharing operations, responsible officers, staff, consultants and other third-party vendors
with another candidate or person.

Registration and Reporting of Independent Expenditures
Any person who makes aggregate independent expenditures of $5,000 or more in an election
cycle on campaign material shall register with the State Board within 48 hours of meeting the
threshold. Within 48 hours of making cumulative disbursements of $10,000 or more in an
election cycle, the person must file an independent expenditure report. The report shall include
the name of the candidate or ballot issue to which the independent expenditure relates and
whether it supports or opposes that candidate or ballot issue. Additionally, the report shall
include the names and addresses of any donors who made cumulative donations of $6,000 or
more to the person making the independent expenditure. Expenditures by an Individual
Expenditures by an individual acting alone with personal funds, incurred to express purely
personal political views, are not subject to registering as a political committee, but still may be
subject to disclosure requirements for independent expenditures and authority line.
4. Pass-Through Contributions
A contribution may not be accepted in the name of any other person or entity but the name of
the person making the contribution. A person may not use another person as a conduit to
conceal the source of the contribution. For example, Johnny gives $6,000 to Sally, a family
member, so she can make a contribution to the Committee to Elect John Adams. Because the
actual source of the contribution is Johnny and not Sally, this would be considered a passthrough contribution. Johnny is using Sally as a conduit for the contribution to conceal the fact
he is the actual source of the funds.
5. Prohibited Expenditures by Candidates
The following are prohibited expenditures by candidates:
• For personal use or benefit of the candidate, candidate’s family or any other individual.
• The mortgage, rent, or utilities for the personal residence of the candidate or the
candidate’s family.
• Paying for a political endorsement.
• Making loans to other political committees.
• Expenses related to the necessary and ordinary course of holding office.
• Expenses relating to travel outside the country.
• Tuition and any other associated costs for educational programs or schooling.
• Administrative accounts.
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6. Limitations

7. Transfers Versus Contributions
Maryland Law makes a distinction between contributions and transfers. A contribution is money
or anything of value given to a political committee to promote or assist in promoting the success
or defeat of a candidate, political party, or question. A contribution can be made by any
individual, a business entity, a political club, a federal committee, or a labor union. A transfer is
a monetary contribution made by one political committee to another. For example, a PAC may
transfer money to a candidate committee. In addition, the law allows an out-of-state political
committee to transfer money to a Maryland political committee if the out-of-state committee is
properly registered with its own state’s election authority. Federal committees are not
considered out-of-state political committees and, therefore, cannot make transfers but can make
contributions.
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8. Maryland Campaign Finance Board Home Page
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